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Foundin is an interactive, city art installation of tiny 
figurines placed in public spaces to be found by 

people like you and me. The heart of the project is the 
online count of "Found" figurines, which hopefully 

inspires a growing audience to head out and actively 
explore the city in detail; to notice art in a different 

scale and perspective.

The figurines disrupt one's preoccupation in the 
metropolis and ask city dwellers to be more aware of 

their surroundings. All figurines in Foundin are 
individuals seeking to be found in one way or another, 

just like every one of us.

Foundin is a proud commission of the 
M1 Singapore Fringe Festival 2014: Art & the People.



The M1 Singapore Fringe Festival is an annual festival 
of theatre, dance, music, visual arts and mixed media 

created and presented by Singaporeans and 
international artists. Themed differently each year, the 

Festival aims to bring the best of contemporary, 
cutting-edge and socially engaged works to the 

Singapore audience.

The M1 Singapore Fringe Festival is set to be a 
creative centre, with the twin purpose of innovation 

and discussion, a platform for meaningful and 
provocative art to engage our increasingly connected 

and complex world.



S O  W H A T  H A P P E N E D
I N  F O U N D I N  2 0 1 4 ?



Well, for starters...

Foundin figurines
were adopted and placed.1084 



figurines were found
651



432Of which,                             figurines were 
replied to, creating that many connections.

hello. hey.



As of now, somewhere somehow...

They do however still have a chance to be “found”
and will then be updated on http://sg.foundin.org.

433 figurines remain “lost”.
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These are the words that are most often used by the adopters, 
in the phrase we asked them to continue from -  “I’m waiting...”

Coincidentally, the top 3 words are 
“Find”, “New”, “Life”.



 I am waiting to become a father.

I am waiting for the clouds to float past, 
with sunbeams shining where they break. 
Then words and thoughts will fly.

I am waiting for the possible and incidental collision with love.

I am waiting for the day when everyone realises 
that love is blind to colour, gender and faith… 
A day of great celebration instead of mere tolerance.

I am waiting for the day that drugs
are no longer part of my family’s lifestyle

Some of the adopters’ messages....



1 day 8 hours 
17 min 30 sec

A Figurine's Average Waiting Time

Quickest found

57 secs



Total Website Visitors

8298
Total Views

30,840

83% Singaporeans
Over 1,700 participants from 48 countries 

and 83% of them are from Singapore!



The following are our generous venue partners who lent us their
spaces to place our figurines ...



FURTHER INFORMATION

Official website: www.sg.foundin.org
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/wearefoundin

Contact:
Tan Wei Keong and Samuel Woo
Artist and Producer
we@foundin.org

Interested to bring Foundin to your city? 
Email us at we@foundin.org

*The information furnished herein are verfied as of 19 January 2014, 1200 hrs.


